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In order to decrease dependence on paper documents and mitigate risk, organizations 
are searching for strategic ways to power digital transformation. Laserfiche enables 
organizations to seamlessly manage documents to optimize costs and power 
innovation. Businesses in a variety of industries depend on Laserfiche to protect their 
institutional data while enabling informed decision making and collaboration. With 
Konica Minolta’s Dispatcher Phoenix Laserfiche Connector, files can be collected, 
indexed, processed, and then sent to Laserfiche—all automatically. This powerful 
connector allows employees, salespeople, mobile professionals, and collaborators 
in government, legal, healthcare, education, and other specialized markets to have 
easier access to their essential data.
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A FULLY AUTOMATED WORKFLOW
Dispatcher Phoenix is Konica Minolta’s award-winning document workflow solution that 
streamlines document processing, routing, and printing. With the Laserfiche Connector, 
businesses can fully integrate their document workflow with Laserfiche, making it easy 
to capture documents from a variety of sources, perform advanced processing tasks on 
them, and then route the processed files directly into a target Laserfiche repository. By fully 
automating and simplifying your document workflows, your employees can have time for 
the work that matters and are able to make faster, more insightful decisions to promote 
growth for your organization. 

ESSENTIAL FOR HIGHER PRODUCTIVITY
Automatically connect to Laserfiche from any Dispatcher Phoenix workflow and save time 
by automating manual processing and formatting tasks before your files are stored. With 
Dispatcher Phoenix, repetitive and redundant document processing tasks can be automated 
including:

 • Automatically annotate and Bates stamp files

 • Convert files to PDF formats, including searchable PDF and PDF/A

 • Convert files to Microsoft Office formats, such as Microsoft Word and Excel 

 • Process documents based on standard or 2D barcodes

 • Redact to permanently remove sensitive information

 • Highlight and strikeout for text mark-up

 • Extract document metadata into a separate file

 • Connect to an ODBC-compliant database for automated indexing

 • Watermark files with custom images

 • And more!

The Dispatcher Phoenix Family of  
Workflow Automation Solutions 

Dispatcher Phoenix is a family of automated  
document workflow solutions from  
Konica Minolta, available in several versions  
to suit different needs. 

•  Dispatcher Phoenix Foundations is perfect 
for small to mid-size business needs – an 
affordable solution with powerful features for 
scanning, routing and processing. 

•  Dispatcher Phoenix Professional adds more 
document processing power and sophisticated 
tools for rules-based categorizing and  
distributing documents. 

•  Other specialized versions of Dispatcher 
Phoenix provide targeted benefits for specific 
industries, including Legal, Healthcare,  
Education, Finance, and Government. 

•  Dispatcher Phoenix also offers connectors to 
other popular content management systems, 
including OnBase® by Hyland, Microsoft  
SharePoint®, Box®, Dropbox®, WebDAV,  
Microsoft OneDrive®, FilesAnywhere®,  
Konica Minolta’s FileAssist, etc. 

•  All versions of Dispatcher Phoenix include a 
graphical Workflow Builder tool, an intuitive 
Workflow Scheduler, MFP integration with 
visually enhanced display, document indexing 
and folder browsing at the MFP, and robust 
authentication capabilities. 

•  Add-in Options for enhanced speed and 
efficiency include the Release2Me print release 
system, forms processing, advanced OCR, 
barcode processing, redaction, advanced job 
routing, and much more.


